Wednesday

Speedjail

6pm - 9pm

Spinnortality: cyberpunk management
game

https://youtu.be/pywu6YGL63A

http://spinnortality.com/
Cyberpunk management sim where you run a futuristic
megacorporation. In a near-future cyber dystopia where
corporations are king, can you guide your company to
success, dominate the globe and use your technocratic
power to achieve immortality?

"Speedjail is a 2D shoot'em up game where the player is
controling a space ship that needs to end the levels as
fast as they can. On top of facing many dangers, the
player will have to deal with an original mechanic : the
scrolling system.
This system, triggered by arrows spreaded across all
levels, gives to the player the ability to change the
direction of the scrolling."

Abteilung F

Fight Knight

https://royal2flush.itch.io/abteilung-f

https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/1139574598/fightknight?lang=de
A Bombastic First Person Dungeon BRAWLER Set in a
Unique Fantasy World. FIGHT KNIGHT is a mix between a
first person dungeon crawler and a high speed action
game. Players spend their time ascending a massive
Tower, learning the story of FIGHT KNIGHT and getting to
know friend & foe alike. Along the way they'll solve
puzzles, collect artifacts and help FIGHT KNIGHT grow in
power. Encounters take place in real time, through grid
based melee combat. Wits and reflexes pave the way to
victory.

"In a world where the line between truth and fiction
becomes more and more blurry, distinguishing one from
the other becomes more and more challenging. You are a
fact checker for department F, a government institution,
and it's your task to identify fake news.
Abteilung F is a mixed media installation with the goal to
simulate the mental overload and stress people go
through when trying to determine if the ""news"" they're
reading at any moment is real or not."

OPEN SCREENS : 1/12

Wednesday

Signalis

9pm - 1am

Mayim

http://rose-engine.org/signalis/

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HNNpvX9oTb8
A realistic boat building and sea survival experience

BRUTURB

https://twitter.com/search?q=%23bruturb&src=typd
Bruturb is an open-world co-op exploration and
photography game. In Bruturb, you explore a vast desert
world and survey the architectural marvels that now stand
as stark memorials to the builders.

Signalis is a classic survival horror experience with a
unique aesthetic, full of melancholic mystery. Investigate a
dark secret, solve puzzles, fight off nightmarish creatures
and navigate dystopian, surreal retrotech worlds as Elster,
a technician Replika searching for her lost dreams.

Nowhere Prophet

http://www.nowhereprophet.com
"Take on the role of a powerful leader and mystic.
Empowered with the gifts of technopathy, the ability to
sense and affect eletrical currents.
You are the last hope to a band of outcastes and refugees.
Lead them across the randomly generated wastelands.
Pick fights with greedy slavers and crazy machines using
the turn-based card combat. Can you survive long enough
to reach the mysterious Crypt?"

OPEN SCREENS : 2/12

Thursday

The Fermi Paradox

3pm - 6pm

A Good Island Is Hard To Reach

http://fermi-paradox.com

"A Good Island Is Hard To Reach is an open world puzzle
game about cutting down trees and struggling to get the
logs to where you need them. In the right place they'll form
a bridge to the next island, but in the wrong place they'll be
worse than useless.
From the team behind A Good Snowman Is Hard To Build
and Cosmic Express."

"Where is everybody? Play out the fate of an evolving
galaxy, as centuries-old interstellar civilizations collapse,
survive and thrive.
What if we finally reached life in other galaxies? What if
alliances were forged, new life forms nurtured and
innovation left unchecked? But what if, in the end, we
failed to learn from our mistakes."

Goliath VR

Knife Sisters

http://goliathvr.com/

http://www.instagram.com/knifesisters
Knife Sisters is a story based game about peer pressure,
manipulation, love, obsession and BDSM. The game
centers around Leo, who wakes up late one Saturday with
no recollection of what happened the night before. The
player uses Leo’s Art Journal to go back in time and
explore what really happened.

#VR
Goliath VR is a local multi player VR game that makes use
of one player’s body to extend the level for the other player
to explore. Goliath is controlled with a VR set. David is
controlled with a gamepad. Goliath is gigantic and his
body can be used by David to cross abysses or reach
higher platforms. David is tiny and is highly vulnerable to
fire, spikes and other dangers. Goliath must protect David
so that he can collect coins and keys that lead both
players to freedom. Still in development
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Thursday

pixelBOT EXTREME!

6pm - 9pm

Rumina

https://www.pixelbotextreme.rocks/

https://holypangolin.com/
"Solve puzzles in a handdrawn forest to help weird, overly
emotional animals deal with their troubles and learn the
story beneath it all.

"pixelBOT EXTREME! - the EXTREME! multitasking
run'n'gun! 2D pixelated challenging platforming combined
with fast-paced side-scrolling shooting and color-based
destruction! run, fly, slide and shoot to survive and help
pixelBOT breaking out of the forbidden factory! the 16-bit
multitasking run 'n' gun is aimed for the ones who are up
for a fun and unique challenge. release: April 20th 2018!"

Meet the space-freezing muskox in the very first demo
showcase of the new adventure game by the author of A
MAZE 2017 nominee ""Karambola""."

Letters - a written adventure

https://www.letters-game.com/
Letters is a game with a playful approach to text. It is a 2D
multi-linear puzzle adventure game about two longtime
pen pals. The player navigates their way by running
through the pen pal letters, overcoming physical obstacles
by combining drawings with certain words in the letters
that block the player’s way. Often, the correct words must
first be created by removing letters.
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Thursday

Xob

9pm - 1am

Oddinary Highway

https://mrtedders.itch.io/xob

http://oddinaryhighway.com/
"Oddinary Highway is retrofuturistic extra-oddinary shmup
with rogue-like elements and random unpredictable
events, affecting gameplay every new level.

Xob is a puzzle game about being a box. It rocks and
sometimes it talks. Occasionally to an ox but mostly to a
fox.

WAAAA

You and your pal, sentient hover car Caddy Luck, are
blasting way through many dangerous worlds and
hyperspace Oddinary Highway with the one goal – to save
the Universe, which was lost by your dad to robo-mafia in
poker!"

The pear Game
https://dos.gd/
#Multiplayer
A voice-based basketball party game. By making various
sounds out of your throat, raise the visualization bars and
put the ball into your opponent's basket. Blast your
opponent away with the power of your voice!

https://twitter.com/Nikkilak
The quintessential game about pears, for pears.
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Friday

PHOGS!

1pm - 4pm
The Book Ritual

http://www.bitloomgames.com
Go on a double-ended dog adventure with your friend,
stretch your co-op abilities in a bizarre and puzzling world!
http://www.alistairaitcheson.com
A narrative game played with real books, pens and a
paper-shredder. The book is your new buddy, brought to
life by a magic spell! By putting pen to paper in word
games and creativity exercises you will go on a fun
adventure learning about each other! But unless you keep
on shredding pages the spell will end. How much are you
willing to sacrifice to keep your newfound friendship alive?

Eye battle

Hypotenuse

https://twitter.com/regisRquoi/status/980601669720428
546

https://hypotenuse.io
#AR
An geometry drawing game (with AR)

"[early prototype] Eye tracker game that is played by two
players. Each player uses one eye, and they both have their
head attached to each other.
The screen is divided in two, and the point of the game is
to make the other player have their look in your zone.
To do that, the players will use half a controller each to
create visual effects on their side of the screen, that will
catch the other player's look. They can also talk or move
their hands to distract the other player."
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Friday

Wisp Child

4pm - 7pm
Fugl level creator

https://twitter.com/beastgamestudio

https://twitter.com/melodive
Live demonstration of Fugl level creator showcased in the
"Under the hood" program.

Stereophyta

The wisps are coming. After young magician Mylo
accidentally creates a powerful hyperresonance in his
quest to understand his guardian’s experiments, a series
of devastating events happen to the local village and
surrounding areas. “Wisp Child” tells the tale of a child
discovering the secrets of the world through a beautiful 2D
top down adventure game made by Beast Game Studios
for desktop PC/Mac. Featuring gorgeous 2D vector style
artwork, creative enemy puzzles, and a deeply emotional
story, “Wisp Child” is about curiosity, adventure and the
complex relationship between guardian and child.

https://thestaticman.itch.io/stereophyta
"Stereophyta is a musical world in which players are
meant to seek out harmony among a wide variety of game
elements. It intends to understand culture from the
perspective of music and creativity, as there are different
music-making groups that exist in the game world. The
player is free to explore the world, interact with plants,
rocks, and people, and try to create one larger song out of
all the disparate elements. "
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Friday

The Basics Of Sacred Geometry

9pm - 1am
Say No! More

https://supr.itch.io/sacred-geometry

https://twitter.com/MajusArts/status/9573357821419110
41?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw&ref_url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.
mariuswinter.games%2Fsayno%2F
"Say No! More is a one-button-comedy-game about our
habit of avoiding saying No!.

The Basics Of Sacred Geometry is a game about
interactive 3d graphics and Unreal Engine 4 made of UE4
content and using UE4 tools only. You play as a beginner
in the Sacred Geometry. Get ready to scroll the mouse
wheel, press WASD and read some texts of UE4
documentation.

Through the Darkest of Times

In this game, you are the new intern at a company led by
arrogant people, who truly believe that the value of a
person is only defined by their work experience. After
being bullied by co-workers and supervisors right from the
start, an online tutorial teaches you how to defend
yourself: Say No! More."

Super Head Ball
http://throughthedarkestoftimes.com/
"A historical resistance strategy game taking place in
Berlin during the Third Reich.
Play as the Resistance in Third Reich Berlin:
Fight for freedom, weaken the regime and lead your group
Through the Darkest of Times!

http://www.superheadball.com

Made at Saftladen Berlin by Jörg Friedrich and Sebastian
Schulz."

#Multiplayer
Two teams battle it out to launch the head of a famous
film director into a blazing fire in this fast-paced local
multiplayer game.
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Saturday

Crime Factory

3pm - 6pm

Gaze

https://twitter.com/kayabros
Action platformer, play a cop fighting monsters for
criminals, explore his relationship with his mother

https://www.facebook.com/Gazegame/

MuX

Gaze is a speed and observation game sculpture. The
players have to find the anamorphic shapes printed on the
sculpture using the camera of their smartphone. Once
found they have to take a picture of the anamorphosis to
validate it. Each validation gives score, the player with
most score wins.

Balance

http://store.steampowered.com/app/673970/MuX/
#VR
VR Synthesizer Playground!

http://wasdswag.com/balance.html
It's short toy — 7 days of creation sim. Actually it's hybrid
of fragile 3d space with a simple musical sequencer, so
it's works also as musical instrument
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Saturday

Media is Dead, you are alive

6pm - 9pm

Chirp Club

https://mrtedders.itch.io/media-is-dead-you-are-alive

https://lazerwalker.com/chirpclub
#Multiplayer
"Chirp Club is a twitchy competitive local multiplayer
videogame combining Joust-style movement and combat
with elements of field sports. Players can drop in and out
at any time by going to a website on their phone; their
phone becomes the controller!

Media is dead is a game about the internet. We use the
internet without any real awareness of its effects and this
game is about creating space for someone to contemplate
what it is we look for from the internet when we
mindlessly browse it.

Impossible Bottles
#Projection

It's been shown publicly many times before, but we're
currently testing a new commercial version with custom
hardware."

Paper guy

http://www.honigstudios.com/work/impossible-bottles/

https://togimaro.itch.io/paper-guy

A Music/Rhythm Game for mobile devices. Help mad
professor to bring a gigantic robot to life by using rhythmic
driven commands!

Solo platform-adventure game in 2.5D, set in a universe
fully made of paper that you can cut to make your way
through the levels.
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Saturday

Mish Mash

9pm - 1am

Elephantidae Gastropod Mollusc

https://www.kwaqua.com/mishmash

https://mitschoko.itch.io/elephantidae-gastropod-mollusc
A game about traveling through hostile terrain by using
your body.

Brutalism: Prelude on Stone

"Mish Mash is an experimental mobile game that
celebrates diversity and individuality by bringing people
together for the creation of the worlds BIGGEST
surrealistic drawing.
It is a turn based game where each player adds their
drawing to a previous player's drawing. Throughout this
process, players only see a segment of the drawing they
are adding onto.
The process of connecting drawings to each other is
repeated, gradually expanding the collaborative creation"

Am-Bi

https://moshelinke.itch.io/brutalism-prelude-on-stone
"Artistic audio visual experience. Virtual art exhibition in an
brutalist complex. It depicts the contrast between
nature/elements and architecture. Its future and past.
Trailer

https://twitter.com/aronegal
Am-Bi is a sidescroller where you can only change
between 2 states and let the environment move you.
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Tea House

12pm - 7pm
Imagine Earth

https://www.instagram.com/kittencupstudio/

http://imagineearth.info
Imagine Earth is a real-time planet simulation and a build
up strategy game. Your job as a space colony manager is
to explore and populate distant planets. Build up thriving
and profitable colonies on a global scale and trade
resources and goods into space. Raise great cities and
satisfy their appetite for resources by building power
plants, farms and factories.

Tea House is a simulation game inspired by works such as
Harvest Moon, Animal Crossing, and Cooking Mama which
focuses on players brewing tea, making friends, and
relaxing. The game is aesthetically and kinaesthetically
driven for a rewarding experience that encourages players
to slow down and enjoy themselves. Players brew tea, talk
to NPCs, and grow plants. Kitten Cup Studio is a collective
of artists and game designers from Toronto, Canada.

The Tower

Dreamart VR

https://mrtedders.itch.io/the-tower

http://dreamartvr.com/
#VR
Psychedelic Dream Simulator

The tower was made after feeling frustration at seeing
people with power instantly assuming that that usage of
power is the best solution to every problem after acquiring
it. Blindness to alternatives
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